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6. A look at t:le world situation during the past year
unavoidably reveals that the quest for the maintenance
of international peace m~st remain very high on the
list of United Nations business. Our quest for peace,
if it is to yield maximum results, must address
itself not only to the settlement of disputes and con
flicts that have already flared up, but also to the
elimination of some of the situations from which
disputes and conflicts inevitably develop.

q.

7. You will therefore forgive me~ Mr. President,
if I proceed immediately to refer first to the events
in Africa and their place in the over-all search for
ways of maint,ainlng international peace. For how
meaningful can the search for world peace be to the
citizens of Angola, Mozambique, Southern Rhodesia
and those other parts of Africa that remain unhappy
enclaves of colonialism, or in South Africa where
the Government continues to pursue, with defiant
impunity, a policy ·that carries with it one of the worst
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had the most pleasant a'-sso-ciation With the Gambia,
a sister African State, and with Singapore, with
which we have always been associated inthe Common
wealth of Nations. We eagerly look f<;>rward to the
closest co-operation between the Nigerian delegation
and the delegations of the Gambia, the Maldiv~

Islands and Singapore, both within the Afro-Asian
Group and within the Uriited Nations as a whole.

4. The admission of the three new Mem~rs takes·
the Organization another step forward towards the
attainment of the principles of universality, which
my delegatien believes canusefully addto the authority
and influence o~ the United Nations. It is in this
light that my Gpvernment must view with regret
the absence of the People's Republic of China from

. the United Nations. The question' that we must ask
ourselves is whether the United Nations"has been,
or is likely to be, a more effective organization
as a result of the ,People's Republic of China being
kept out,of it. Nigeria does not think so. We do not
think that a country whose people constitute about
one-fifth of mankind and Which, whether we ap!lrove
it or not, now possesses atomic weapons, should be
kept out of the mainstream and the deliberations
of ~his world body. To continue to do so would, in
the view of my delegation, mean to ignore the'
important fact that the task of achieving peace and
stability in the world can be more easily ~d more
fruitfully tackled if we can enlist the participation
of all the big Powers in consideration thereof.

5. But we hope for a full solution to the Chinese
question. The Peking-Formosa controversy is part of
that question. The resolution of that controversy,
however, rests primarily with the Chinese people
themselves.
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1. Mr. BAMALI (Nigeria): Mr. President, I wish to
offer to you, on behalf of the Ni~rian delegation,
my warmest congratulations on you,r election to the
Presidency of the twentieth session of the' General
Assembly. It is an honour for which you, Sir, and
the country that you have continued to serve with
such great distinction, should be justly prOUd. Your
disting.llshed career and your immensely impressive
personal record, both as Prime Minister and now
as the Foreign Minister of your gre&.& country, .
inspire my delegation to the firm belief that the"
proceedings of this session of the Gener2l Assembly
will be most ably'and most wisely guided. Permit
me also, Sir, to taKe this opportunity to pay tribute
to your predecessor in the Presidency, Mr. Alex
Quai~on-Sackey , who, throughout the anxious and
unusually difficult period of the nineteenth sessipn

. of the General Assembly, displayed such determina
tion, such capacity and such wise steadfastness as
amply to justify the confidence of the African nations
whose worthy son he is.

2. The Nigerian delegation has come to the t\ventieth
, session of the General Assembly with a great fp,eB.ng

of relief and full determination to put the 'nest it
can into the work which the nineteenth·session found
itself unable to do. OUr sense of relief arises not
only from ,the knowledge that the twentieth session

. can now prooeed to operate normally, but also from
our gratifying belief that this Organization, whose

o very existence appeared to have been gravely threat
ened by the disagreement that persisted during the
nineteenth session, once again seems ready and
willing to tackle the responsibilities in respect of
which many people everywhere hopefully look up to
it for solutions.

. 3. Before dealing with some ofthese responsibilities,
I should like, if I may, to extendthe welcome and con-

o g.:atulations of the Nigerian Government to the three
new Members of the Organization. My country :Ilas
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of observers required 'to assist in the maintenance
of the cease-fire. It was a great pleasure for it to
do so.

12. But the United Nations must not allow itself to
become simply an organization for the maintenance
of ceaBe-fires. The securing of a cease-fire must
always be regarded as only the preliminary to further
(action. We are glad to note that ir!. this particular
case the Security Council is showing a courageous
determination to take that further action. The Nigerian
delegation wishes solemnly to appeal to the leaders
of both India and· Pakistan to co-operate with the
Council in this endeavour.

13. The problem of assembling for the Indo-Pakistan
cease-fire a supervisory force of adequate size in
a short time underlines the importance of creating
a permanent peace-keeping force which would be
available for this kind of emergency without embar
rassing delay. But the Indo-Pakistan case does more
than that. It points up the inadequacy ofour Organiz~,.
tion's machinery for the peaceful settlement of
disputes before they develop into wars. My delega
tion therefore welcomes the initiative which the
United Kingdom has taken in introducing an item into
our agenda' on the peaceful settlement of disputes.
This British initiative can be said to parallel in the
political field similar activity in the economic field
which has resulted in the ConV'ention on the Settle
ment of Investment Disputes between States and
nat~onals of ether States, which came into effect a
few months ago under the aegis of the International
Bank fOT Reconstruction and Development.

14. Nigeria was happy to be among the first to
subscribe to that Convention, just as we were happy
a f~w weeks ago to file with the Secretary-General
our declaratiqn of acceptance of the compulsory
jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice.
As our Permanent Representative sa.id on that occasion:

"The International Court of Justice represents
one of the symbols of man's belief in a world of
law and order, ~ world in which might ceases to
be right, and truth and justice prevail. It has,
however, remained little more than a symbol
because too many States have refused to give the
Court their trust and confidence. Nigeria is happy
to join the band of those who are prepared to do so.

"We are not doing this because we think that
everything is right with the Court, or with the state
of international law itself. ·We are doing it because
we believe that the. proper course for all peace
loving countries is to demonstrate their belief in
an ordered world by accepting the jurisdiction of
the Court and then co-operating to secure the
removal of those features that handicap its effective
and world-Wide co-operation.

"I wish to emphasize that Nigeria's acceptance of
the compulsory jurisdiction of the International
Court is without the sort of reservations which
make certain acceptances of limites value. Ot:r
acceptance is subject only to the one condition of
reciprocity. "

15. But we have to face the fact that, for so long
as one can foresee, there will be cases in which
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forms of repr~ssicn9 and denial of fundamental human
rights based on racism?

8. There are other unhappy situations, the existence
of which my Government believes should cause great
concern to the United Nations. F()r instance, 'the
Organization's "unfinished business" in Cyprus. We
must not forget that, there as elsewhere, a ceas( ~

fire is not a settlement. We must encourage thd
early resolution of the dispute there on the twin
principles of self-determination and protection of the
legitimate rights of minorities.

9. Can we forget, Mr. President, the tragedies of
which you were reminding us when, in your inaugural
speech you pointed out that, as we gather:ed here to
open our s,ession, "guns are booming in Asia. Houses
are falling. Man a.re dying. More and more families
are falling prey to despair" [1332nchneeting, para. 17]?
In Viet-Nam, a conflict has been raging now for a
considerable time,. causing great misery to many
a home. My country shares the distress of all peace
loving nations at this state of affairs. We do not
consider that a just solution to the conflict can be
p~oduced by military means. We believe in the peace
ful solution of conflicts. We think that a cease
fire sha~ld be arranged as soon as possible, followed
by a conference at which the Viet-Namese people
will be erlabled to work out their own future. The
fact that this dangerous conflict, with its grave pos
sibilities for world peace, continues without the
Security Council -our principal organ for the main
tenance of peace- being able even to discuss it, is
a sad commentary on the unhealthy state of our
Organization.

10. Nigeria, in its dedi.Jation to encouraging the
development of this Organization as an effective
guardian of world peace, considers it essential
that Member States should not turn their backs on
tragedies and sufferings wherever they may be taking
place and however intractable the problems they
pOfJe. In this connexion, we are grateful for the
stnpendous efforts mad:;, by the Security Council
anp our great and indefatigable Secretary-General
in promoting the present cease-fire in the latest
cunflict between India and Pakistan. My Prime
IM1nister expressed the tribute of the Nigerian people
in respect of those efforts in a message adciressed
to the Secretary-General which, with your permis
sion, Sir, I would like to quote. Here it is:

"I send you and Security Council warmest con
gratulations on behalf of myself f the Government
and people of Nigerbl. on achieving a cease-fire in
Kashmir. Your remarkable success in bringing
to an end conflict between India and Pakistan is a
unique triumph of reason and. augure. well for the
future of the United, Nations and 'Indeed of all
mankind."

11. It is the hope of the Nigerian delegation, in
spite of all the difficulties and irritations of the
situation, that the cease-fire will be maintained
and that it will open the way to a lasting settlement
between India aud Pakistan. Nigeria enjoys the most
friendly relations with both of these countries. In
reply to a request by the Secretary-General, my
Government has agreed to contribute to the team
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20. My delegation supports a continuation of the
current negotiations on disarmament and Nigeria
will continue to contribute all it can, both in Geneva
and here in New York, to the United Nations efforts
to achieve further agreement on collateral measures
and on specific measures for reducing the arms race,
and to work towards the attainment of a completely
disarmed world.

21. I feel obliged to refer in greater detail to the
grave danger which the apartheid policies of the
Government of the Republic of South Africa pose
to the peace and security' of the African continent
and of the world at large. Nigeria, along with all
other independent African States, has continued to
urge the Members of the United Nations to take
positive action in order to put out a flame, the
embers of which, if not checked, will inevitably.
engulf Africa and the rest of the world ill unspeakable
tragedy. ~es, unspeakable tragedy, because what is
in prospect is not a clash along ideological, religious,
or such other lines, but a conflict waged on the
basis of race and ,colour.. The Nigerian people, the
African peoples, people of African descent every
where, must surely feel gravely concerned about the
continued existence inAfrica ofa system that condemns
men, women and children of the non-white race to
a position of virtual slavery and unending persecution
in their own country. All those who care to give
substance to their professions of love and justice,
freedom and respect for fundamental human rights,
must surely recognize that there is no testing ground
more apt for the demonstration of their dedication
to these principles than in South Africa where a
white minority Government continues to oppress
and persecute the majority non-white population.

22. As has been stated from this rostrum a number
of times in the past, Nigeria believes that the only
acceptable solution to the explosive situation in the
Republic of South Africa is the complete elimination
of the policy 'of apartheid and the emergence of a
South Africa in which 'fundam~ntal human rights and
equality of .liberties are assured for all its citizens
irrespective of race and colour.

23. Permit me also, Mr. President, to draw attention
to the sa<l situation in Southern Rhodesia. In the
view of the' Nigerian delegation, Southern Rhodesia
is the most urgent and serious problem confronting
.\frica today. In this British colony. not only do we
see the continued denial of all 'political rights' to
the 4 million Africans by a Government composed
.of a white minority of about a quarter of a million;
that Government is at this moment threatening to
make a unilateral declaration of independence. Such
a decJ'?Jration would pose a very dangerouS threat
to wiJrld peace and security. The British Govern
ment has asserted its intention to apply economic
sanctions against Southern Rhodesia in the event
of a unilateral declp::ation of independence. Nigeria
does not think that this is enough. The British
Government must live up to its full responsibility
in this matter, including the responsibility to apply
as much force -especially military force- as may
be warranted by the situation.

24. My delegation also hopes that the General Assem
bly will come up with a resolution that makes it
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supervisory forces, or police forces, or even military
forces, will require to be employed by the United
Nations for purposes of peace-keeping. The United
Nations has been in finan::lial difficulties arising
from such peace-keeping operations. We cannot afford
to let this Organization become atrophied in that
essential area. That would be disastrous. We there
fore appeal t6 those Members which lw.ve not done
so to contribute to the "rescue fund" as an earnest
of their belief in this Organization. Nigeria has,
happily, paid its own contribution. It is of course
our hope that, as a result of further exertions on
the part of the Special Committee on Peace-keeping
Operations, the United Nations will evolve a perma
nent machinery' for future peace-keeping operations,
with a,~sured sources of finance.

16. Nigt:1'ia continues to attach great importance to
the question of achieving a general and complete
disarmament of the world. We have continued to
participate fully in the work of the Eighteen-Nation
Disarmament Committee. We feel constrained, how
ever, to express our disappointment at the slow
progress being made in the Geneva talks. We are
disappointed \that the auspicious start which was
made with the Moscow Treaty of'August 1963.!/ ~as
not been followed through.

17. Th~re is today neither a comprehensive nuclear
test-ban treaty nor a guarantee against the prolifera
t;on of nuclear weapons --two measuros without which
the dangerous arms race with its senseless misuse
of human resources ilS. bound to continue. Nigeria
wishes to add its voice to' the appeal for speedy
agreement on tt.ls vital subject. It was for this same
reason that the Nigerian del~gationto the last session
of the Disarmament Commission gave its suppo_'t to
the idea of convening a world conference to discuss
disarmament, an idea that we hope will be followed
up with action in the near future.

18. We have witnessed in recent months events that
had added a considerable degree ofurgency to the need
to find an agreement to prevent the proliferation
of nuclear weapons" To delay much longer the reach
ing of such an agreement will only make it more
difficult for all the countries which now possess
the (;apacity to develop nuclear arms to continue
to refrain from doing so in the face of threat,s,
immediate or potential, to their own security. We
believe that the quest for agreement of non-prolifera
tion of nuclear arms will be greatly helped by an.
agreement whereby the existing nuclear Powers
will undertake to bar the threat or the use of nuclear
arms against non-nuclear Powers.

19. The African group, 01 which'Nigeriais a member,
has submitted a request for the denuClearization of
Africa [see A/5975]. We also note with pleasure
that the Latin Amc~rican countries are considering
a, similar proposal in relation to Latin America.
The Nigerian dele8tation fully supports the policy
of. the denuclearization of certain areas of the world,
as a step towards eventuel, denuclearization of the
Whole. We hope tt.."t the African group's proposal
will receive the support of all Members.

Y Treaty banning nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere, in outer
~ (Moscow, 5 AuguSt 1963).
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32. Mr. YIFRU (Ethiopia): Mr~ President" I should
like, at the outset, to associate my delegation with
those others which have congratulated you on your
election as President of the twentieth session of the
General Assembly.

33. The dramatic appearance of His Holiness Pope
Paul VI before this Assembly yesterday and his
eloquent address to us should be a source of inspira
tion to all people of goodWill who are striving foJ'
world peace in order to ensure a better life for all
humanity. In particular, his appeal for the reduction
of armaments and the use of funds so gained for
econ~mic development deserves the fullest suppol;'t
from us all.

34. Our meeting today in this Hall evo:k:es in my
delegation a feeiing of immense relief, by reason of
two recent developments. Firstly, it a~ars t~at

the frustrations and deep anxieties which haunted
the meetings of the nineteenth session 'of the General
Assembly have been overcome, at least for the
present. Secondly, the recent conflict in the Asian
sub-eontinent, involving two neighbouringstates Mem
bt)rs of this Organization, has been brought to a>halt
through the decisive and timely action of the Security
Council. It is my Government's ardent hope that

29. Yesterday [1347th meeting], this Assembly had
the privelege, for the first time in its twenty years
of existence, to receive the head of the Roman
Catholic Church. The impact of His Holiness Pope
Paul's message on us had nothing to do With whether
we were Roman Catholics, or Protestant Christians,
or Moslems, or people of no religion at all. I nearly
said "people of no faith at all"" but that would not
be correct, for we all share one faith With the great
Pontiff: namely, faith in humanity.

30. The Pope's message made a profound impression
on the> Nigerian delegation.' I am sure the effect wiU,
be the SaDle o,n my Government and the people of
Nigeria, because we believe in the kind of world that
he wishes us all to join in creating: a world in which
we can live together in peace, regardless of differ·,
ences of race, creed and ideology. It 1s the kind of
world that we ourselves are tr)ring hard to fashion
within Nigeria, a country With a mu~titude of different
ethnic groups speaking over t"\Vo hUndred different
languages, and worshipping God in several different
ways.

31. We are glad and grateful/that Pope Paul is so
devoutly dedicated to the pursuit of the grand initiative
taken by his great predecesso:f in office in his
memorable Pacem in Terris. Pope John broke with
Ms Church's tradition in a number of ways. In coming
to New York to address us, Pope Paul was also
breaking With tradition, for no head of his C~urch

had done that before. If the world is to be saved
from destroying itself, we must all be ready to break

-with' tradition: with traditions of pugnaCity and of
"my country, right or wrong". We must recognize
that no country, great of small, knows all the answers
or has the right, in the name of pri~ciple or ideology ~

to insist that others must accept its views. Nigeria
believes in the sovereignty of all, nations, but Nigel,'ia
also believes in the interdependence of sovereign
nations.

Y Document E/4033.

clear, that in unilaterally proclaiming independence,
Mr. Smith will be defying not only tl1e British Govern
ment but all the States Members of the United Nations
-a resolution that also leaves him in no doubt as
to the consequences, to him and his fellow-racists,
of that precipitate act.

25. In Angolac Mozambique and so-called Portuguese
Guinea, Africans are today engaged in genUine wars
of national liberation. In spite> of internal as well
as 'external handicaps, they will overcome; they
are bound to overcome, for their cause is just.
Nigeria wUI support them to the end.

26. In the search for peace &!ld greater international
understanding, it is not only in the political sp'l.ere
that this Organization should increase its efforts.
The economic situation CQntiil-;Zs::, to worsen for
developing countries. The gap between the "haves"
and the "haves nots" continues to wiJen. The increased
prosperit,f of the industrialized countries contrasts
sharply with the increased misery of the developing
countries. The prices of manu:f2.otured goods rise
all the time; those of the, major agricultural com
modities traded by developing countries fall all the
time; The General Assembly, in passing the Develop
ment Decade resolution in 1961 [1710 (XVI)], pro
nounced itself categorically in favour of lessening
the miser1es and improving the well-beingofdevelop
ing countries.. It is therefore a matter for great
regret that the Secretary-General's interim report
to the 39th session of the Economic and Social
Council had to indicate that, "the progress thus
far achieved towards the objectives of the Decade
is less impressive th8n the fact that these objectives,
although not very ambitious, remain quite distant'':'Y

27. Nigeria was glad to see the adoption of resolu
tion 1995 (XIX) establishing the United Nations Con
ference on Trade and Development as an organ of
the Organization. But there is need for the political
will to assist the organ in realizing jts mandate.
We therefore appeal to Member States,an... inparticu
lar to the developed 'countries, to give their fullest
support and co-operation to the Conference and its
subsidiary bodies in -their efforts to implement the
recommendations adopted at the first United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development in 1964.

28. The activities of the United. Nations in the field
of industrial development deserves particular atten
tion. In the past these activities have fallen below
the level generally des~red by the members of this
Assembly. That is why Nigeria has always supported
the creation of a specialized agency for industrial
development within the United Nations family; such
an agency would give the necessary impetus to this
essential activity. My delegation hopes that the
twentieth session will reach a positive decision on
this important subject. In this cop:.nexion, we welcome
the initiative of the Secretary-General in providing
additional staff for the Centre for IndustrIal Develop
ment in the 1966 budget estimate. We regard this
as an interim measure, sltnce the ultimate objective,
in our view, is the creation of a specialized agency
for industrial development.

-'

-, ... ... ..
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Y Agreements on the Cessation of Hostilities in Indo-China (Geneva,
20 July. 1954).
~ Special Committee on Peace-keeping Operations.
?I Spacial Committee on the Situation with regard to the implementa

tion of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. .

and aged are being killed daily by the combatants
in the conflict.

38. In our view, it' is necessary that the Geneva
Agreements of 1954'!I should be respected iD. their
totality. In order to achieve that, we believe it is
necessary that there should be a complete and
immediate cease-fire and that the parties concerlled
should go to the conference table without any pre
conditions except the ones to which I have already
referred. That approach will, we believe, bring a
positive result that would be in accordance with the
dignity of man and the principles of the Charter
of the United Nations. We believe that there is no
other way out of the dllemma. To continue the war
in one form or another would bring about only the
complete collapse of relations, among states in the
world, and thereby bring us to the disaster we have
been able to avert fol' the past twenty years. Con
sequently, the Ethiopian delegation would appeal to
all the parties concerned~o agree to the procedure
I have mentioned' and bri\"1g to an end the war in
South...East Asia.

39. In proceeding to the matter popularly labelled
the "crisis of the United Nations". I need only recall
that the eventual adoption of the Afro-Asian proposal
by the resumed nineteenth session of the GeJ;leral
Assembly has enabled the present session to function
normally. Yet we cannot lose sight of the basic fact
that the Organization's financial solvency has not yet
been restored.

40. The adoption of the proposal that t~e fine.Dctal
difficulties ofthe Organizationbe resolved by volunta:r-y
contributions and that Article 19 of the Charter not
be invoked with respect to the financial crisfs of
the Organization arising out of its peace-keeping
operations, is but a temporary solution. We feel that
with this step achieved, all" Members should now
make their ,voluntary contributioD.£ as soonas possible
in order to enable the Organization to pay its debts
and plan the future rationally, in a spirit of harmony,
co-operation and understanding.

41. As regards the future, it is the view of the
Ethiopian delegation that the so-called gmdelines
for future peace-keeping operations need further
study and furthel' refinement, and that the Committee
of Thirty-threeJ1 should be retained in order to make
possible further diScussion and analysis and thereby
evolve some ,sort of general principles on those
problems that have caused the deadlock in the past.
In so saying, we do not, of course, mean that the
procedure of peaceful s'ettlement or enforcement
action .has to be abandoned, but· rather that past
experience should assist us in re.aching some under
standing with a view to formulating guidelines to
similar situations that may arise in the future.

42. May I now make some brief remarks onthe work
of,the Committee of Twenty-four.§} That Committee
has held meetings. almost continuously since March

.
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the cease-fire effected between India and Pakistan
by the Council's efforts will eventually lead not only
to conditions of permanent peace, but also to mutually
beneficial co-operation between these two neighbour
ing countries, whose past contributions to the streJlgth
ening of international peace and security have been
noteworthy and which are destined to exert con
siderable il)fluence upon future world developments.

35. As in past sessions of the General Assembly,
it is once again my privilege towelcome new Members
to our family of nations: and, in that connexion, I
should like to express the satisfaction ofthe Ethiopian
nation on the admission of the Gambia, 'the Maldive
Islands and Singapore to this ev:er-expanding com
munity of nations. My delegation welcomes those
states to our midst, confident that they bring with
them further vitahtf and fresh approaches towards
the fulfilment of the lofty ideals anshrined in the
Charter of the United Nations.

36. However, while we rejoice at the admission of
new States to membership of the United Nations -a
process which in itself advances the principle of
the universality of our Organization- my delegation
must nevertheless record anew' its regret at the
exclusion of the People's Republic of China from
membership of the United Nations. It is, I believe,
increasingly apparent that the absence from the
world forum of the representatives of the Uovern
ment of the People's Republic of China has brought
to an impass not only the work of the Organization
-in particular. the efforts of the Disarmament
Committee in Geneva- but also the solution of prac
tically every important international question today.
It is obvious that a Government which represents
700 million people must participate in all ~ileactivities
of this· Organization and its agencies, if these efforts
are to be meaningful and effective. The logic is
fairly simple: either we recognize realities 017 we
pay the terrible price of postponing the solution of
the urgent problems which beset the world community
,today. The Ethiopian delegation is convinced that this
Assembly must invite the Government of the People's
Republic of China to assume its rightful place in
our council of nations.

37. My Government remains gravely concerned over
the events in South-East Asia. As we have already
made clear' in statements of our vi&ws on previous
occasions, we believe that the people of Viet-Nam,
both North and, South, should be left alone to deter
mine whatevex., social. structure, form of gvvernment
or philosophy of State they deem fit for their nation.
My delegation feels duty-bound to voice its utmost
concern with regard to the conflict in Viet-Nam
-and not only because of the serious threat to inter
national peace and stability posed by any further
escalation of the war, or indeed by its continuation.
That eventually is in itself, of cour.se, deserving
of our anxious attention. But even more dismaying
is tb,@ untold suffering of the Viet-Namese people
~d the devastation of their land which has been
going on for a period of nearly two decades. As a
founding Member of this Orgatdzation, whose prime
purpose is "to save succeding generations from the
scourge of war", my country cannot remain silent
while defenceless civilians, innocent children, women

I

I
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48. I should now like to turn to a closer examination
of the twin issues 'of a comprehensive nuclear test
ban and a non-proliferation agreement. The need
for the "have-nots" to abstain from the possession
of nuclear weapons goes hand inhand with an assurance
that those who already have.avirtual monopoly over'
these awesome instruments of destruction will stop
amassing them and refining their deadliness still
further. The nuclear Powers must give a clear
undertaking to re<;Iuce and eliminate their huge stock,'"'
piles while non-dissemination agreement is being
worked out. .

49. The Ethiopi2,Il delegation is convinced that it is
on such a rational approach that the directives of the
General Assembly to the Eighteen-Nation Disarma
ment Committee. must be based. For our part, we
will unreservedly support any initiatives ofthe General
Assembly which will enable the Eighteen-Nation
Disarmament Committee to emerge from its pro
tracted lethargy and take a positive stride forward
along the difficult path of general and complete
disarmament.

461 There is yet a more pressing matter d~manding

the urgent attention of this Assembly. I refer to the
subject of disarmament. It is perhaps a sad com
mentary that, despite the directives issued to the
Disarmament Commission by numerous resolutions
of the General Assembly and despite appeals of the
non-aligned and African Heads of State and Govern
ment, the negotiating Eighteen-Nation Committee in
Geneva has not so far achieved anything significant
in the way of concrete results.

47.. True, a start has been made in exploring the
facets and aspects of the issues. But it appears as
though a tendency to avoid issues and to delve into
semantics has crept into the deliberations of the
Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee~ In this
regards our experience in Geneva compels us to
make the observation that the tendency to look for
difficulties, far from facilitating their- solution, will,
on the contrary, prevent us from coming closer, to
achieving our goal of general and complete disarma
ment. .

" --,.-.-'--,-,',_.._~......-...-

441 The case of Southern Rhodesia is another prob
lem of oppression which cries out to the world's
conscience for immediate solution. The dogged per
sistence of the settler regime in that unhappy land
in denying the indigenous people of the territory
their inalienable right to liberty and independence
is a matter of grave concern to my Government as,
indeed, to the entire family of African nations. In
this regard, I must solemnly draw the attention of
the General Assembly to the fact that any attempt
by the settler regime in Southern Rhodesia to declare
unilateral independence will be fraught with far
reaching consequences affectingthe peace and security
of the Afr:can continent. Representatives of my
Government have, on numerous occasions, urged in
the Committe of Twenty-four that the only rational
approach, the only effective solution to the question
of Southern Rhodesia lies in the convening of a con
stitutional conference to prepare a constitution which
would ensure the implementation of the provisions
of the United Nations Charter and the historic reso
lution 1514 (XV) of the General Assembly, and thereby
guarantee the full participation ofthe African majority
in shaping the destiny of their country. I should
like to emphasize to this Assembly that unless action
is forthcoming it may be too late to remedy the
situation. I repeat, all positive steps must be taken
at once to meet the legitimate demands of the
Africans in Southern Rhodesia. The latest information
about Southern Rhodesia would seem to indicate
that an arrangement is being worked out between
the Government of the United Kingdom and the settler
regime in Southern Rhodesia whereby the minority
Government would be allowed to declare its indepen
dence. It is the position of my Government that

1964. All in all, it has held over 100 meetings, and nothing short of the transfer of tbe attributes of
in some instances has considered the same territory government to the African majority can constitute I

two or three times. Since the activities of the true independence for Southern Rhodesia.
Committee are widely known to -the entire member-
ship of the United Nations, it is perhaps sufficient 45. Similarly, the Republic of South Mrica and the
to single out the significance of the Committee's Government of Portugal cannot reverse the tide of
meetings in the continent of Africa -meetings which history by their flagrant disregard not only of the
permitted more .light to be shed on the plight.of numerous resolutions of the competent organs of this
peoples sitll under alien domination. It is the ardent Organization, but also the condemnation of an aroused
hope- of my delegation th~t the General Assembly world public opinion. The United Nations must take
will give due consideration to the Com~ittee's report resolute steps to bring to a halt the colonial war
[A/6000/Rev.1] and take appropriate action on the in those territories administered by Portugal ~nd
recommendations contained therein. In particular, the policy of repression and brutality pursued by
the Ethiopian delegation would urge, as its rep:re- the Government of the Republic of South Africa under
sentatives have already done in the Committee, that its bankrupt and pernicious system of apartheid.
a comprehensive programme of technical assistance Suffice it to stand as a warning that the continent
be extended to the territories ofBasutoland, Bechuana- of Africa will not know any endur~g peace so long

-'Hind and Swaziland, on the basis of the reco~menda- as millions of Afr,icans remain subjugated by either
tions contained in the Secretary-(}eneral's report a colonial Power waging a brutal last-ditch fight or
[A/5958]. by ruthless racists who, in this enlightened age,

remain apostles of the creed 'of tho superiority of
43. I need hardly bring to the attention ofthe General one race over another.
Assembly the fact that the question of South West
Africa is before' the International Court of Justice,
and, such being the case, I am not at liberty to
~laborate on the subject. Yet I should be :i:'emiss if I
did not urge on the Assembly the view that, pending
the decision of the Court, the Government of the
Republic of South Africa must be restrained from
introducing changes that would be detrimental to the
paramount interests of the people of South West
Africa.

~ .._ .....~__, ...__1", .... _
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50. Another aspect of disarmament which has often
been considered and which has received a measure
of support is, of course, the creation of nuclear
free zones around the world. The creation of denu
clearized regions, especially in those areas in. which
the interests of the major Power groupings might
not be particularly harmonious, would tend to allay
mutual fears and thus pave the way for some bold
step that would. prevent any Power from brandishi,ng
these instruments of annihilation in time of tension.

51. But here again we should guard against trying
to achieve the impossible. In other words, .denuclear
ized zones would be ephemeral unless there was a
firm understanding that these instruments ofdestruc
tion would not be used in any armed conflict. Hence,
we must recognize ,that any re'alistic disarmament
programme necessariJy demands outlawing the use of
nuclear and thermonuclear weapons for warpurposes.

52. In this respect, the Ethiopian delegation hl:l,s for
a number of years been labouring to persuade states
Members of this Organization that the solution to
the complex problem of nuclear disarmament lies
in the conclusion of a universal international conven
tion pr9hibiting the use of- nuclean and thermonuclear
weapons.

53. We therefore welcome and, suppOrt the resolu
tion of the Disarmament Commission, adopted at its
last session, urging the convening ofa world disarma
ment conference,~ for In such '3. conference the
first item that should receive the serious attention
of the leaders of the world cannot fail to be the
banning of nuclear and thermonuclea:- weapons from
the arsenals of war. We should like once more to
take' this opportunity to emphasize anew that the
only way to avoid a nuclear catastrophe is to conclude
a treaty on this question. We trust that Member
States will find it possible to support this suggestion
when the question is taken up in the First Com~ittee.

54. While the political activities ofthe United Nations
attract our attention most, it is none the less true
that itl:l econom~c and technical aqtivities are equally
important to the world communitY. In this regard,
the United Nations has' taken a notable stride in
establishing, by resolution 1995 (XIX), a permanent
pniteq, Natiom1 Conference on Trade and Development
to promote the economic and social aims of the
Charter. It is true that the principles of international
trade and development policy evolved by this organ
are not fully shared by some of the world's most
developed nations, and to', this extent there may
well be' initi:~.l difficulties to be encountered by this
new organ of t~e United Nations in implementing
the recommendations ,contained in the Final Act
of the Conference.1J But these initial 9.ifficulties
cannot and should not deter the world community
as a whole from proceeding with this important task.

55. In our view, the developed Members of this
Organization have ample appreciation of the problems
of economic development an~ the means to make
the United N~tions Conference on Trade and Develop-
~ Official Records of the Disarmament C.ommission, Supplement

for January to December 1965. document 00/224.
Jj Proceedings of the United Nations Conference on Trade and

Development., yol. I. Final Act and Report (United Nations publication.
Sales No.: M.II.B.Il). .

ment an effective instrument of peace and progress.
We wish, therefore, to take this opportunity to
appeal to the developed members of this Assembly
to give their unreserved support to the activities
initiated by the Conference.

56. The other most important consideration that
deserves the attention of this Assembly is that of
the strategy of economic· developmerit that must
be employed by the United Natio~s in attaining
economic and social progress for the developing
countrieA. In this connexion, it is the belief of the
Ethiopian Government that it is imperative to dis
tinguish between the degrees of development among
the developing countries in order to evolve effective
combinations of trade and development policies to
meet the differing requirements of the economies
or the developing nations. We attribute great impor
tance to these distinctions because, owing to the
various stages of economic development in which
the developing countries find themselves, all countries
classified under the group could not be equally
capable of gaining from a uniform trade and qevelop
ment policy, What are in fact needed are comb~nations

of trade and development policies attuned to the
respective reqUirements of the economie~ of the
developing nations on a regional, sub-regional and
country-by-country basis. That, in our view, is the
only way ,by which' the United Nations can ensure
balanced adv~ntages to all the developing countries,
least developed or most advanced.

57. In concluding my remarks, let me make a final
plea. Now that the Organization has survived a crip
pling experience, no effort should be spared to,
enable it to move forward towards achieving the
fundamental ideals of the charter. A spirit of mutual
accomodation with a MI appreciation of the needs
of our times must now be vigourously pursued. What
ever differences may' exist inthe ideologies, the social
and economic systems and the forms of government
of Member states· of this Organization, these differ
ences must not be allowed to interfere with our
common pursuit of ap enduring peace and mutually
beneficial co-operation. As we must all be a:ware,
our universe is fast shrinking as a result of the
spectacular advances in science and technology, There
is sufficient evidence to show that the time is not
far off when man's conquest of the universe will
carry him to dizzying reaches of interstellar space.
Yet we may well ask ourselves: what will these
achievements benefit man if he is not abl~ ~o master
himself and his destiny sufficiently to halt the pro
cess of self-destructionset into motionby his invention
of terrible weapons? We cannot indefinitely live'in
a world sustanied by a precario(.~s balance of terror
in which an enduring peace and 'mutually beneficial
efforts would be simply illu~ory. I believe that man
is fully capable of achieving the goals of international
peace and co-operation through vigorous, dedicated
and selfless efforts. We must, therefore. as an
assembly of nations striving for the benefit of man
kind towards the ends of world peace and security,
social amelioration and economic abundance, rise
to the challenge of our times.

58. U THI HAN (Burma): Mr. President, allow me
first of all to convey to you the sincere congratW:a-
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tions of the Burmese delegation and my own on your
election as President of the twentieth session of the
General Assembly. We are confident that the wealth
of experience and wisdom which you bring with yt?u
will indeed prove to be of great value to this Assem
bly, which is meeting at one of the most anxious
moments in the history of the United Nations.

59. ,An unprecedented honour was given us yesterd~v

when His Holiness Pope Paul VI appeared before
this great' assembly of nations, bringing with him a
message of peace and goodwill, transcending all
barriers of race, colour or creed. We should like
to express our deep gratitude to His Holiness for
having thus given us the benefit of his wisdom and
vision.

Tiao Khampan. (Laos), Vice-President, took the
Chair.

60. I should also like to say how glad we are to
welcome among us as new Members the Gambia,
the Maldive Islands and Singapore. Their admission
to the United Na:Uons, in itself a happy event, gives
us ,great satisfaction because it takes our Organization.
a step further towards achieving universality of
membership, which is a sine'gua non for the strength
of the United Nations and for the weight and effective
ness of its actions. We feel sure that these new
Members will have many positive contributions to
make to our Organi:r..ation.

61. Though it is rather late in the day, I do not wish
to let this opportunity pass without expressing our
sense of relief at the ending of hostilities between
two of our good friends and neighbours, India and
Pakistan. This hea.rtening event has been possible
only 'because. of the statesmanship of tbe leaders
of both India and Pakistan, and we earnestly hope
that this presages the development of better relations
between the two countries which will make possible
the geaceful settlement of the problems outstanding
between them. ~

62. It is now twenty years since fifty-on~ nations
of the world, determined to banish war for all time
and to create a peaceful, happy and prosperous world,
drew up an international charter of peace, justice
and freedom for all mankind and on its basis founded
the United Nations.. Those twenty years have indeed
been most eventful. During that relativeiy short span
of time, monumental achievements were made by
man in the fields of science and technology.. They
veritably placed within his grasp a golden key to a
golden future, the means and the opportunity, as
never before in history, to build for himself a better
and fuller life and, for the generations to C01'Jle.a
new international order for ·which the United Nations,
its Charter and its family of related agencies rep1"e
sented the ideal and provided the institutional frame
'Work.

63. However, sadly enough, having understoo~ and
conquered in large measure the mystifying forces of
nature surrounding him, man found nimself unable
to gain mastery of himself or of his fears or to over..;,
come his suspicions towards his fellow man. In the
years following the founding of the United Nations,
trust 'and understanding that badexistedaDlongnations
at the end' of the Second World War quickly gave

way to fears and suspicions. Thoughts and actions
of nations, therefore, came to be directed more
towards making massive preparations for a possible
future war than towards creatingconditions for lasting
peace and widening prosperity in the world. Thus,
against his best interests a..'1d, frequently, his better
judgement, man has for these past twenty years
been devoting by far the greater part of his creative
genius, . his ·,:creative!" energies and ,his"creative

, resources towards increasing his capacity for self
destruction, towards making and perfecting diabolical
weapons which he knew, instinctively, must never
be used.

64. This senseless waste of human energies and
resources has not only placed all mankind constantly
under the sinister threat of total annihilation, but
has created deeper divisions in an alr'v3ady grievously
divided world, has bedevilled relations amongnations,
and has made peace -genUine, lasting peac~- ever
more difficult to attain.

65. The ine'Vi,table result is that conditions in this
world of ours have not evolved in the way envisaged

"in the Charter. Indeed, conditions that are a far
cry from those envisaged inthe Charter have generally
prevailed and, distu:rbi~gly enough! are increasingly
being accepted as normal. It is tragic that our world,
not having known genuine, total peace for two decades,
should have come to accept as peace, absence of
global war. It is equally tragic that even this imita
tion peaoe can be maintained, precariously, only by
the so-called balance of terror. It is a disqUieting
thought that force -the threat or use of which in
relations among natiolli in a manner inconsistent with
the purposes of our Organization is forbidden in
the Charter- has in practice become the "condition
of peace; that the uneasy peace of our world can be
maintained, not through collective action, but only
through mutual terror, only through a massive threat
of mutual annihilation. Peace, it seems, is attainable
only as the synthesis of conflict, nott~oughcommon
sense and spontaneous' goodwill. Far too often in
the past have we found settlement becoming possible
only after collisipn, agreement only after struggle,
and d~tente -even of a liJllited andpartial character
only after narrowly-averted catastrophes. And far
too often has our world failed to conso'1idate and
enlarge the area of such agreement andunderstanding
as had been achieved at so great a risk and, often,
at so high a cost.

66. All this is the me,asure of our world's failure. , . . '\-

to live up to the ideals and high principles which
we ourselv~'s laid down twenty years ago -to guide
our thoughts and actions. It is' also a sad commentary
indeed on the .wisdom, resourcefulness, and good
sense ofour age, and on our fitness to be the temporary
custodians of human civilization.

67. My observa~ions on the course through which,
the world has drifted in the past twenty years may
appear to some to be !=,omewhat cynical. To them I
would say 'that we in the Burmese delegation,are not
unmindful of ~he~ many worthy accomplishments
achieved by the world during that time, and if I
have refrained from referring to them, it is becauee
we feel that this year, which marks the twentieth
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anniversary of the founding of the United Nations,
as well as of the ·end of the Second World War and
the first use ever of the atomic bomb by man agaillst
man, the human race perhaps needs to be rer,ainded
more of its shortcomings and failures than of its
achievements. Lookingbackdispassionately and objec
tively, we are increasingly led to the view that
mankind has arrived at a crossroad in history
where it must choose between drifting along the
same old path, and taking a new turn and proceeding
by conscious action and with a sense of purpose
and direction towards a more promising and orderly
world. While' we would he the last to hold the-view
that the beginning of the end of' the human race is
nea:f at hand, we nevertheless consider that the
moment of deplsion is' fast approachingandthatunless
we, the nations of the world, choose the right path
and take timely steps to avert the dangers that lie
ahead, we may find ourseh~~sbeing swept inexorably
towards disaster by forces which we ourselves have
created but which we, through lack of vision, can
no longer shape or control. In short', we consider
that it is time that the nations of the world started
planning for peace in earnest, setting targets and,
wherever poss!ble, the tim~ In which they are to be
attained. This may appear naive; perhaps it is. But
nothing should be left untried for the sake of peace
and the future of mankind.

68. Planning for peace reqUires that we, the nations
of the world, make a new set of values, a new code
of conduct, to guide our relations with each other.
We must discard old ways and old concepts that have
been found to be inconducive to peace and under
standing among nations, and refrain from :reassert
ing in any shape or form outmoded and anachronistic
doctrines and practices. By the very nature of things,
"peace" based on the balance of terror is not peace;
security based on the concept of "defence through
deterrence" is" insecure; understanding generated
by terror cannot endure. We must have the .vision
-and the coarage- to do away with these false
concepts and seek new ways and means of maintain
ing and' promoting international peace and security
through the positive motivationofgoodwill,notthrough
the negative motivation of fear of extinction. We
must seek to preserve and strengthen the ground
rules of peaceful coexistence that have been pain
stakingly worked out, and .must recognize and
respect the right of all nations, large and small,
freely to choose their own social systems with:...
out interference or 'pressure from any country
or group of countries. In short, we must bend our
efforts, collectively and individually, towards bringing
about a world order such as that envisaged in the
United Nations Charter.

69. PlazmingfQr peace also rdquires that the United
Nations be strengthened in every way possible. We
must of cuurse recognize that the Organization has
certain shortco11J.ings, such as, for instances the lack
of Universality in its membership, and we should
exert every effort to strengthen and develop it in
consonance with the changed conditions and needs
of the present-day world so that it may truly become
an effective instrument, not only of international
peace and security, but also of in~ernational co
o ration. But we must not find fa;tult With the prin-

ciples, the purposes and the basic organizational
framework of the United Nations. In other words,
we must not find fault with the United Nations idea.

70. It is important to remember that the United
Nations can be only as strong -or as weak- as we,
its Members, make it. Understanding this simple
truth could enable us to avoid blaming the Organiza
tion for what, in reality, are our own faults and
failures. It could also make u13.;.-pau.se to think whether
we have not been doing too little for the United Nations
while demanding too much from it.

71. It is likewise important to remember that in
the context of history, disputes and differences are
but transitory, while the United Nations is not.
Accepting this could lead us to the decision not to
let disappointments or dissatisfactions over the in
ability of the United Nations to resolve certain
contentious issues prompt us to take .precipitate
actions thatoould weaken the Organization, under
mine its authority or jeopardize its future. As we
say in Burma, when mice get into the granary, we
must destroy the mice, not -burn down the granary.

72. Lastly, it is important to remember that if there
were no United Nations today, we shoUld be trying
very hard to set one up. Comprehens~on of this
simple truth could make' us more convinced of the
need to strengthen the capacity of the United Nations
effectively to fulfil its duties in the maintenance of
international peace and security., and in the promotic1n
of international co-operation in accordance with ~j~

Chartar pro"visions. It could ~lso persuade us to
~ake increasing use ot Unite~ Nations machinery,
~nd avoid the tendency to bypass it in seeking
adjustment or settlement of_international disputes
or situations which might lead to a breach of the
peace. .True to form we needed the traumatic expe
rience of last year's session to realize how impor~
tant to us the Organization really is. The agreement
that has made it possible for this year's General
Assembly to function normally is indeed welcome,
and much credit is due to all those Wh9 have patiently
worked to produce it. The efforts must, howeV'er,
continue till a final solution that is acceptable to
all concerned has been found.

73. While i am dealing with the question of strength
ening the UIrlted Nations, I should like to, ~eiterate
the lo~g-held'~ew of the Government of the Union
of Burma that ~he lagitimate rights of the' People's
Republic of China in the United Nations and all its
organs should be restored without further delay.
We believe that the absence from our Organization
of the legitimate representatives of a quarter of
the human race has been, and will continue to be,
a major source of its wealmess.

74. Planning for peace also requires that meaningful
steps be taken towards general and complete dis
armament, for the armaments race has become OJle
of the greatest scourges of humanity. It has wasted
far too much human 6~ergy and resources, served
to increase fear and mistrust between nations, and
-kept the world in a cOllst"ant state of.. insecurity and
tension. Perhaps never before h8.ve'natioDS wished
so much to be freed from the armaments burden,
and yet never before have they found it so difficult

. . . . .
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developing oountries not only to achieve progi'ess
but to consolidate the progress achieved. laying
emphasis on helping developing'countries help them
selves. We in Burma who are moving forward, in
accordance with the Burmese way to socialism.
on a new programme of national development 'based
on the principles of self-help and self-relience,
would welcome any international programme for
development conceived on the basis of similar prin
ciples.

78. There seems to be a growing awareness among
nations that equilibrium in the political sphere alone
could not assure peace and' stability in the world,
that equilibrium in the econ.omic and social spheres
is also needed for the. purpose. We earnestly hope
that this awareness would be translated into positive
action, so that the promise embodied in the Charter
"to promote social progress and better standards
of life in larger freedom" will indeed become a
living reality.

Mr. Fan/ani (Ita.ly) resumed the Chair.

79. Mr. LUNS (Netherlands): Mr. P~esident. my
delegation has 'already had an opportUnity to offer
you its congratulations upon your election to your
high office. I therefore wish to limit myself to adding
my warmest personal cong-ratulations, based on our
personal ties of friendship grown during your terms
of office as Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign
Affairs,of Italy.

80. The United Nations is now completing the second
decade of, its existence and it seems to us that the
time is ripe for a realistic appraisal of the cOlldition
in which our Organization finds i'tself now that it is
about to .come of age. Last year we were <~ll deeply
concerned with the fundamental problem which had
turned the General Assembly -as I said in January
from this rostrum [1318th meeting]- into. a half
lamed giant.

81. As we all know. the financial crisis in the United
Nations and the arrangements for future peace
keeping operations have been discussed her~ and
elsewhere at great length. I do not wish agafn to
go into various poSitions adopted. Suffice it to remind
the Assembly that my country belonged -and still
belongs- to those who subscribed to the Advisory
Opinion of the International Court. of Justice; to
wit. that expenses for p~ace-keepingoperations belong
tp the expenses mentioned in Article 17 ofour Charter,
for which Members can be assessed by the General
Assembly. This view implies, however, that before
decisions on peace-keeping operations are made. all
the political and financial consequences are examined
with the greatest care in ord~r to be sure that such a
decision can be carried out in practice. The deadlock
of last year paralysed the nipeteenth session of the
General Assembly and threatened to paralys~ t1).e
whole of the United Nations. U!iresolved, it would
have made normal work impossible for this twentieth
session. Only a major concession on the part of
some countries' rendered it possible to return to a
normal procedure.

32. The United Nations cannot work except on the
basis of give and take. But "give &Dd take" does not
mean that one side has to do all the giving and the

.lo' .•

to give up the weapons i"l their po~session. Ind~ed,

history teaches that the more deadly the weapons
become and the further the armament race goes, the
harder it becomes for nations to get rid of them,
no matter how strongly they may desire it. The
arms race is going forward. unchecked, and the
viorld, which in the past has discovered one "ultimate"
weapon after another, may well be on th~ verge of
discovering,: or stumbling upon, a new weapon ~ore

"ultimate" in its deadliness than the atomic and
hydrogen weapons. Disarmament. which is hard enough
to achieve now ~ may then become impossible. Man
kind has lived for far too long under the tyranny of
armaments, and ways and means must be sought
urgently whereby the process of disarmament could
be effectively put under way. Only thus would it be
possible to lay a secure foundation for peace. Only
thus could future generations be spared the anguish,
so well known'to our generation, of having to live,
day and night. with a viper in the coat pocket.

75. Burma's consistent interest in the question .of
disarmament is motivated by these considerations,
not by visions of the promised cornucopia for develop
ing countries which. we ~re often told, would be the
concomitant of general and complete disarmament,
though, of course. we do agree that the material
resource£; relel1sed by such disarmament could gain
fully be used 1~0 raise general liVing standards in
the world. It is because of. the same considerations
and concern for peace that we strongly favour,
inter alia. universal disarmament under appropriate
and adequate bontrof, the holding of a world disarma
ment conference to be attended by all the nations' of
the world. the prevention of the further spread in
any form of nuclear weapons and the prohibition of
their use, arid the prevention of all nuclear weapons
tests, including underground tests.

76. Finally, planning for pell.ce calls for much more
vigorous collective action by all nations to raise
living standards throughout the world. The pl'eoccupa
tion of nations during the past two decades with
problems of peace and security has prevented th~m
from giving the kind of attention needed to this vel'~r

important problem, with th.~ result that wholesale
poverty, want and disease continue to scourge more
than two-thirds of the human race, while the rest
of mankind is golng through a period ofunprecedented
affluence. Such a situation is not only intolerable
but is fraught with grave.dangers because the widen
ing gap between rich and poor nationo is, ultimately.
far more explosive than the ideological gap that
divides nations. In a world rapidly becoming smaller
as the result of advancing science and technology,
divergent political and social systems can and must
coexist in peace; but massive poverty and super
abundance cannot. The division of the world into
rich and poor nations is a potential threat to inter
national peace- and order, justas much as the existence
of vast inequalities inwealth and gross social injustices
in a' society is a potential scource of social friction
and strife.

77. A more ambitious, imaginative and comprehen
sive programme than any tried to date seems to be
indicated to cope with the situatiOn. Sucha programme
should. in our view, be so designed as to enable

10
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other side all the taking. My delegation believes,
therefore, that one may reasonably ask of those who
objected to pay a share in certain operations that
they should now make their own contribution to a
solution of the two remaining aspects of the problem r
namely, the solvency of the Organization and the
question of future peace-keeping operations. They
could do so by making voluntary contributions to
:reduce the remaining deficit of the United Natt<>ns,
and furthermore by agreeingto a compromise ar~tange-

ment for future peace-keeping operations. •

83. On both these residual aspects of the ~Jroblem,

the remaining deficit and the arrangements ~or future
peace-keeping operations. I should like to make my
Government's attitude clear. .

84. The committee ofThirty-three has recommended
that the financial difficulties of the Organization
should be solved t~(1rough voluntary contributions
by Member States, with the highly devsloped coun
tries making substantial contributions. The Nether
lands has from the beginning subscribed to the prin
ciple that in certain cases the developed nations
should pay a. higher share than their normal quota.

e\5. Speakinf: about the financiai problems of our
Organizatior", I should like to support a suggestion
made here ,on 29 September by the Foreign Minister
of France. Mr. Couve de Murville pointed out that no
one at this moment has a clear idea of what the
balance sheet of the United Nations could be. He
furthermore pointed out that there has been a con
stant accumulation and increase of expenses of the
Organization proper and of its specialized agencies.
Mr. Couve de Murville then said:

"From this analysis. France concludes that this
financial crisis shoud be taken as the opportunity
to take a fresh look at the situation of the United
Nations as'a whole -including that ofthe specia,Jized
agencies- to draw up a clear. complete and candid
balance sheet for them, to revise our methods •.•"
[1341st meeting, para. 91].

86. My delegation agrees with this suggestion. After
twenty years of growth. it is almost inevitable that
the United Nat~ons machinery should show a number
of duplications. outgrowths which have-outlived their
usefulness, and the like. Every machinery needs a
periodic overha'l11 to maintain peak efficiency.

87. I should 1ik~ only to add that I hope that the
voluntary contributions which I mentioned earlier
will be forthcoming without 'awejting the outcome of a
necessarily time-consuming operation as proposed
by Mr. Couve de Murville.

88. My Government, like many others, is of the
opinion that the so-called financial crisis of the
United Nations was not limited to the problem of
the financing of past or future peace-keeping opera
tions; basically it is a structural crisis. My country
has put its views on that subject on record for tlie
Special Committee on Peace-keeping Operations.
Then we made it. clear that in our view, in order to
survive, the United Nations would 'have to retrace
some of the steps taken since 1950 in the realm
Q't operatiolWl p~ace-keeping actions. It goes without
saying that my (k1ver"'lment continues to attach great

importance to that aspect of United Nations activity,
namely, peace-keeping actions. If any doubt should
have subsisted about the need for such operations,
it has been dispelled beyond doubt by the armed
conflicts of these last few weeks between India and
Pakistan and the ensuing nee"", at short notice, of
a great number of military observers.

89. It is, however, clear thatthe United Nations cannot
afford a recurrence of a controversy over a particular
operation such as we witnessed last year. Large
scale peace-keeping operations should therefore be
undertaken in future only if there eXi,~tf) a reasonable
measure of agreement among the great Powers, and
only if their financing is assured, either by the
application of general rules or by an ad hoc arrange
ment. The search for general and generally accepted
principles for future peace-keeping operations should
therefore be actively pursued. My Government has
participated in this pursuit and will continue to
do so. The discussion in the Committee of Thirty
three has considerably clarified the issues and alter
natives. My Government is prepared to co-operate
towards a compromise which would establish a new
balance between the authority of the Security Council
and the General Assembly, and 9.n which the primary
responsibility of tb.e. Security Council for ~pternational
peace and secu."ity would again be more strongly
emphasized. The f'Jxperiences of the· coming years
will, I feel sure l' indicate in what way the residual. -
responsibili~J of the General Assembly, as laid
down in the Charter., should be exercised. The
Netherlands, I think, gave ample proof that its pre
paredness to contribute to peace-keeping operations
was not theoretical, when on 24 September 1963
[-121.3th meeting], I informed the General Assembly,
from this rostrum, that the Netherlands Government
had decided to put a standby contingent of its armed
forces at the disposal of the Organization.

90. ~xperience since then has demonstrated. that
the United Nations will in future need more elaborate
and more diversified military contributions from its
Members if it is effectively to exercise its peace
keeping task. I therefore take p;reat pleasure;; in
~r.nouncing that the Netherlands " Government has
decided to increase its original offer of standby
forces considerably by expending it to diver.sified
units of navy. army and air force. We are informing
the Secretary-General as to the composition of the
iiicreased stand-by.forces.

91. First, the Royal Netherlands Navy: in the first
instance, a contingent of 1600 Royal Marines; then
an under way fleet supply ship,. equipped when~ver

necesl3ary with 'four transport-liaison helico:r~rs,
as well as !l number of vessels for pat1~ol1iJ?gand
reconnaissance. I In a later phase this naval con
tribution may be enlarged with other UJlits, notably
a light aircraft carrier for transport of personnel
and equipments as weli as.; other units to serve as
headquarters ' ship or as logistic support ship. So
much for the navy.

D2. The contribution of the Royal Netherlands Army
will consist of: a self-contained and' sell-supporting
armoured infantry batallion. available in the course
c.:~ 1966. and a medical unit in the strength of an
independent medical company• These Army units
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can be made available at short notice, once they
have been readied for transport abroad~

93. The contribution of the Royal Netherlands Air
Force consists of: one Fokker F.27 transport plane
with crew and/or three Alouette II helicopters with
crew.

94. It goes without saying that this offer is madp,
on the understanding that in each specific case prior
consultation with and agreement of the Netherlands
Government will be required. We trust that,this con
tribution will be of assistance to the United Nations,
and we hope that it will induce an increasing number
of countries of different regional groups likewise
to make contingents avialable on a stand-by basis.

95. I mentioned just now the increased emphasis
on the primary responsibility of the Security Council
for the maintenance of international peace and security.
My country has been, privileged again t,o occupy a
seat on that important body since 1 January of this
year, and consequently we have beenclosely associated
with all aspects of the work of this principal organ
of the United Nations. We were particularly happy
to be able to play some part inbringtng abo1!t a cease
fire between India and Pakistan. We also wish to
compliment the Secretary-General ~or his unrelenting
efforts in trying to carry the Council's decis~ons

into practice. The result obtained is of signal impor
tance because thus far it has been tbe. gravest armed
conflict halted by the United Nations. But of even
gr~ater significance in th~ long run may prove to be
the fact that, for the f11'st time in many years, the
Security Council 'has again been able to take drastic
action on the basis of unanimity of its permanent
members. This is how the' Council was originally
intended to function, and it strengthens th3 trend
towards a return to a greater role for the Council,
which has been noticeable latelyo

96. During the last six months the Security Council
not only has displayed a greater activity than in
previous ye'are, but it has shown anincreasingaware
ness among all Council members of the necessity
to reach generally acceptable decisions. It was thus
that unanimity was achieved on -the border incidents
between Portuguese Guinea and Senegal,ontheworry
ing situatinn in Cyprus, and several times in the
conflict between India and Pakistan.

97. We are particularly happy about this increased
activity ,of thp, Security Council because we feel
that that body may have to take on more activities in
depth. I mean to say that we have not sufficiently
used all the means put at our disposal by the Charter
in order to achieve a stage where th~ parties to a
dispute' bridge their differences and arrive at nego
tiated settlements. We may perhaps have neglected
to tackle the basic underlying problems which led
to hostilities.

98. The 'problem of Kashmir provided the world
with one glaring example of our failure to act in
time; but others -let me mention only the conflict
in the Middle East'and the situat.ion in Cyprus- are
easy to find. All these cases show the necessity
of unrelenting pressure on the parties concerned
in order to arrive at negotiated settlements.
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99. Likewise, beyond the formal agendas of the
General Assembly and the Securiw- Council, the most
disquieting conflict of our day -the war in Viet
Nam-looms large in our preoccupations. We ,are
all aware of the compleXities of the problems involved
in that question. We are by no means sure, or even
hopeful, that the United Nations can perform a useful
task in promoting a solution of the Viet-Namese
conflict. We can hope only -and my delegation does
fervently hope- that the bloodshed and destruction
wit convince those parties who thus far have stead
fastly refused to come to the conference table that
the use of armed force does not solve the problem.

100. On the other hand, it is just as important that
one should keep in mind the limitations imposed upon
the United Nations by its very nature. The United
Nations is an Organization of sovereign States, not
a superstate; it provides a forum and a machinery
for the Governments, not a. supergovernment. One
cannot, therefore, expect the United Nations to lay
down solutions and to impose tliem upon the parties.
The United Nations as such cannot impose a solution
of its own. When there is a conflict between large
States, i 'especially, a solution has ultimately got to
be agreed upon by the parties to that conflict. A
threat to withdraw from the United Nutions c~ot

alter this basic fact.

101. In View of the many potentially dangerous
situations confronting us today, it may be useful
again to araw the ,attenti~n of the Assembly to the
fact· that·' peace and prosperity cannot be separated
one from the other; and, for more than two thirds
of our world population, prosperity is almost entirely
dependent on development. There is also an unbre~
able link between pea.~e and development. One:day's
gun-fire can jeopardize an entire development pro
gramme, ,and may' even destroy years of patient
work of fighting poverty and promoting, prosperity
and progress.

102. This strong connexion between peace and pro~~

parity brings me to the scope of that other J,Jrincipal
organ of our Organization, the Economic aild Social
Council. With your permission, Mr. President, I
should like to make a·brief obs.ervation on the future
task of this Council.

103. The Economic and Social Council is, I believe"
en~ring a new era. This year's thirty-ninth session
of the Council has proVided sufficient evidence that
all geogra.phical regions are placing a renewed
confidence in the contribution by the entire United
Nations family, including the specialized agencies,
to an accelerated development of the less developed
areas of. the world. The conclu.sions of that session
point in the direction of a revalidation ofthe Council's
position as the co-orcljnating and stin..ulating organ
in this field, as intended by the authors of our Charter.
From this rostrum, I want to express our sincere
hope that, in future, we shall hear less of the so
oalled "constitutional responsibilities"' of the various
Members of the' United Nations family, and more of
that single and unique responsibility which all parts
of the United Nations system share in the c~,mbined

and concerted struggle fo.r more .prosperity, more
well-being, more happiness, for more people.
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104. In any case. we feel that recent developments
have shown that the Economic. and Social Council
has rightly.retaine<;l its position as the central United
Nations organ for the elaboration of world policy
on development. and that the responsibilities of the
Conference on Trade and Development in this field
are. of necessity. more limited in scope. We hope
and trust that duplication. overlapping, and general
waste of' effort and of manpower will be avoide~
in the delimitation of the work to be done by tbe
various United Nations organs and agencies active
in this field.

105. Having made some observations on the future
of the two great Councils of this ·Organization -the
Security Couneil and the Economic andSocial Council
I should like to add that my delegation is very happy
indeed that the amendments to t~e Charter concern
ing the increase in membership of both Councils have
now entered into force. My delegation has been active
towards this end for many years because these.
amendments will bring about a more fair representa
tion of the new Members of our Organization, to which
these Members are entitled.

106. Before I end, I feel bound to say a few words
about certa~n developments in my own continent,
Europe.

107. As is well known. the Netherlal,1ds. since the
last war, has been a staunch champi9n of the ideal
of a United Europe. Since '1944, this ideal has found
practical expression in various organizations. such
as Benelux, the Council of Europe. the Western
European Union, the European Coal and Stell Com
munity, Euratom,and. finally, the most important
of them all, the Common Market. We did consider,
and still do consider. that organization as the nucleus
of the economic and also the. political unification of
all the free and democratic countries of Europe.
Even a year ago, I 'still would have expressed my
confident hope that the'impetus of the Common Market
would not fail, within the foreseeable future. to bring
about the practical realization of our ideals. U~or
tunately. during the last months. the crisis in ~he Com
mon Market has dimmed our expectations. and I greatiy
fear that a serious slow-down-ifnotworse-will result
from these unfortunate developments. Nevertheless.
in the long run. I remain confident of the final out
come. because the integratiol1 of the economies and
the parallel political interest have been, too far
advanced to envisage the failure of the whole concept.
Although these develppments are not the 'subject
of discussion within the United Nations. I felt that
they ar~ of such importance that I was entitled
briefly to touch upon them becl\use, indi~ectly, they
will ce~tainly 'affe~t m,any reglons besides Europe.

108. The twentieth session is, understandably, faced
with a heavy agenda. On 'many of the items before
us, the Netl:lerlands delegation will have a good deal
to say. This will be the case in particular when the
import'ant subject of disarmament. with all ita related
problems. comes up; and again. when the details of
the work in the economic and social sphere. includ
ing all aspects of ,aid to less developed countries.

, a:re discussed. We intend to take' an active part in
the debate in the Committees, on these and other
items dealt with by the Secretary':'General in his

valuable annual report [A/6001]. As far as the
general debate is concerned. I want to limit myself
to the remarks I have just made.

109. .AfteX' the disappointing nineteenth session. it is
encouraging to note that the twentieth session is
opening in a spirit of greater co-operation. optimism
and determination, which may indicate, as we hope.
that the United Nations has passed the depression

, of last year and is now on the upgrade again. Nothing
cO~11d have marked this change in atmosphere better.
or could' huve contributed more to it, than the
august presence among.us yesterday of His Holiness
the Pope.

110. In this spirit I hope, Mr. President, that at
your next visit to Rome, yo,-, will convey to His Holiness
the feelings of deep gratitude that all of us in this
Assembly nurture for his truly historic and deeply
moving contribution to the cause of peace; and I
pray that the Almighty may grant us guidance and
wisdom in our labours.

111. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call upon the representdive of Albania, who wishes
to exercise his right of reply.

112. Mr. SHTYLLA (Albania) (translated from
French): I apologize for taking a few minute;; at this
late. hour. I asked to speak in order to exercise
my right of reply to certain allegations made by
the UnitedStates representative concerningthe delega
tion of the People's Republic of Albania.

113. As you know. last week in the General Assembly
many delegations', including the delegation of Albania
[1344th meeting]. with clear evidence to support
them, denounced the policy of aggression of the
United states, with special emphasis on its armed
aggression in Viet-Nam.

114. The representative of the United States, finding .
himself in a difficult p.osition and aware of,the impact
and significance of such a condemnation by the repre
sentatives of many countries expressing the feelings
of all peace-loving peoples. tried to reply at the end
of the'week, at the last regular meetingof the General
Assembly [1346th meeting].

115. Again and again. both at the meeting on 1 Sep
tember [1331st meeting] and at the last regular
meeting of the General Assembly, the United States
representative had the audacity to threaten Member
States by saying tIiat if their representatives attacked
his Government,' s policy, he would certainly replYe
But neither threats nor audacity constitute, replies
and they cannot intimidate anybody. certainly not
the Albanian delegation.

116. Last week. having run out of arguments, the
United States representative, in a special statement,
to the Press concerning the speech I made from
this rostrum on 30 September, and in his refutation
at the end of the week. thought he had found a way
out when he cha.racterized the irrefutable arguments
advanced by our delegation and by several other
speakers on United States aggression in Viet-Nam as
a "distortion of the facts If. •

117. From what the United States representative
said, it would seem that the aggression, the bomb-
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123. Speaking of the crimes committed by the United
States imperialists in South Viet-Nam, the Central
Committee of the National Liberation Front of South
Viet-Nam, the only group representing and leading
the. people of South Viet-Nam, in their struggle for
national liberation, reports the following facts, inter
alia, in its statement of 22 March 1965:

"For over eleven years, in the course of over
160.000 operations' carried out by the United States
imperialists and their lackeys, more than 170,000
people have been killed, nearly 800,000 wounded or
disabled, more than 400,000 imprisoned i,n OVfar
1,000 prisons; scores of women, including old
women, children and nuns, have been raped; '.lver
5,000 people have been di~emboweled and J'Juried
alive; whole groups of villages have been deIrJ.olisned
and over 5 million people have beC:in forcibly
interned in concentration camps camouflaged as
so-called 'prosperity zones', 'resettlement centres'
or 'strategic hamlets'. The United States -imperial
ists and their lackeys have spread toxic chemicals
over many areas, destroying hundreds of thousands
of acres of crops and fruit trees and poisoning
tens of thousands of -persons. In addition, they
have destroyed thousands of pagodas, churches,
sanctuaries and temples and have killed tens of
thousands of believers and clergy. Under the iron
heel of the savage United States aggressors, the
beautiful, fertile land of South Viet-Nam has become
a landscape of ruins and desolation. The barbarous
fasciEit r6gime of the United States imperialists and
their lackeys of South Viet..Nam is even more cruel
than Hitler's fascism and the dark Middle Ages."

124. These - facts speak fol' themselves. Since
March 1965~ when that statement was issued. the
crimes and acts of war of the United States imperial
ists have been intensified to an unprecedented degree.
The unprovoked aggression against the Democratic
Republic of Viet-Nam is so scandalous; so criminal,
that the United·States representative dared not even
mention it in his statement of 1 October 1965.

125. The savage raids of the United states Air
Force against North Viet-Nam are continuing without
respite; the ruins are piling up; crimes are followed
by more crimes. The people of Viet-Nam will make
the United states impedaJ.ists· pay dearly for their
armed interventicn in South Viet-Nam, their aggres
si.on against the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam,
their monstrous crimes. In their heroic and glorious
struggle, the people are inflicting d~feat after defeat
-:>n the aggressors and are resolutely and firmly
advancing along tb:e road t<? a well-deseryed Victory.

126. Thirdly, the United States representative was
underestimating the intelligence -of the members of
the Gener&1 Assembly when he stressed the alleged
desire of his -Government to put an end to the war
in Viet-Nam by so-called "unconditional" negotiations
-on one condition, -however, namely that the United
states imperirlists shpuld be able to continue their
attacks on the North, and their occupation of the
Soath and their war of extermination. The entire
people of Viet-Nam., the Democratic Republic of
Viet-Nam and the National Liberation Front of South
Viet-Nam have contemptuously rejected this obVious
piece of trickery. The United states is compelled

ings. the monstrous crimes committed daily by the
United States imperialists in Viet-Nam were philan
thropic deeds, proof of devotion to the principle of
the self-determination of peoples 'and of peace. His
statement of 1 October is nothing but a tissue of
untruths and cynicism. which cannot force people
to take a lie for the truth. black for white, aggression
for peace.

118." I shall oonfine myself for the moment to three
basic points in that statement.

119. In the firf1t place, the Washington Government
and its representatives in' the United Nations are
doing their utmost to give the impression that South
Viet-Nam is a separate country, an independent
State which, they maintain, is being heoped militarily
by the United States to resist aggression. That is a
pure fabrication. Everybody knows perfectly well
that Viet-Nam is one country, one single indivisible
entity, that there is. only one Viet-Namese nation,
composed of the North and the South, that there is
only one Viet-Namese people, consisting of 31 million
individuals inhabiting the whole indivisible territory
of Viet-Nam.

120. The present demarcation between the North
and South at the 17th parallel is entirely artificial
and provisional; it was established by the 1954 Geneva
Agreements on Indo-China. The Final Act of the
Geneva Conference '21 specifies that the military demar
cation line in Viet-Nam, fixed at the- 17th parallel,
"is provisional and should not in any way be inter
preted as constituting a political or territorial bound
ary". It is as clear as daylight.

121. According to the Geneva Agreements, free
country-wide general elections were to be held in
Viet-Nam in July 1965 to bring about the peaceful
reunification of the country. But the United States
Government, te~ring up the Geneva Agreements, pre
vented those general elections and, with the help
of its hencfun.an, Ngo Dinb Diem -whom it uncere
moniously liquidated when it no longer needed him
founded the pseudo-republic of Viet-Nam.

122. -. Secondly, no sophism, no juggling of words
can conceal the obvious fact that the only aggressor
in Viet-Nam is the United States. In open violation
of the Geneva Agreements, and in particular of
articles 14, 16,_ 17 and 19, the UnitedStates imperial
ists sent their armed forces into South Viet-Nam
and are continUing to send in fresh reinforcements,
equipped with powerful modern weapons p and mer
cenaries. They have invaded and occupied the coun
try, where they carry out acts of war day and night;
they are guilty of aggression against -the Democratic
RepUblic of Viet-Nam, which has always scrupulously
respected the Geneva Agre~ments and _~hich they
have the iL.pudence to accuse and tob.lame for the
Viet-Namese war. They acuse it ofaggression against
South Viet-Nr..m, which is absolutely false, and even
absurd and unthinkable since, as Mr. Osman :Ba.
the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Mali, rightly I

pointed out the other day [1343rd meeting], a people
cannot be its own aggressor.

14

, Y Geneva Conferen~e on the Problem of Restoring Peaoe in Indo
China held fr~m 16 to 21 July 1954.
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their oWn problems. The key to that way out is in
the hands of the United States itsel((. If it does ,not
use it 'to get out, to go back where it (lame from, the
people of Viet-Narn will :, '!ke it their duty to throw
the Americans back to th~) sea and will cleanse
their marvellous country I:A! the pl'ague of Umted
States imperia:J.ism,.

127. For years the peoples of the world have beeri
saying over and over again to the United States
imperialists, in aB langu,ages: '1fGet out of Viet
Nam~ Get out of Viet·-Nam and·peace will be restored."

The meeting rose· at 12.55 p.m. --~
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to realize that day by day it is becoming more and
more deeply involv~d in its dirty war in Viet-Nam,
that the people of Viet-Nam cannot be conquered
and that there is ne way out of its adventure in Viet
Nam. According to the United states representative,
his country is anxious to find a way out. There is
only one way out of the Vlet-Nam war: let the United
states aggressors cease their aggression against
the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam forthWith, let
them withdraw all their troops and those of their
mercenarie~~ from Viet-Nam without delay, together
with all their equipment, let them allow the people
of South 'Viet-Nam to d~cide freely how to solve
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